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Our Cover

Our website is now live so check it out 
at www.osbornelandcare.com.au

For the record, here’s 
what we do
An audit of the voluntary work done on 
an annual basis by Osborne Landcare 
reveals just how much time and effort 
the group puts in to maintaining and 
enhancing this special neighbourhood:

For the year ended 30th June 
2013 Osborne Landcare members 
volunteered a total of 1556 hours.

These hours were for: Committee 
meetings and AGM - 46 hrs. 
Administration, including financial 
- 24 hrs. Meeting with agencies - PV, 
Nillumbik, Melb Water- 43 hrs. Training 
courses - 54 hrs. Grant applications and 
reporting - 11 hrs. Newsletters, 64 hrs. 
Community engagement 74 hrs, actual 
on-ground works of 613 hrs - which 
includes the Wombat Weeders 443hrs - 
and the Nursery workers who  
contributed an additional 627 hrs.

Over the last 20 years we have received 
a total of $467,186 in grant monies 
for environmental works on Osborne 
Peninsula.A

Dear deer.  
They’re here!

Some of the many volunteers over our 20 years

It’s official! The rabbit has been 
replaced as the biggest pest 
throughout National and State parks 
by the deer.

For many years, deer have roamed 
free through Kinglake, St Andrews and 
Christmas Hills. More recently they 
have been sighted as close as Pigeon 
Bank Lane and Menzies Road. Parks 
Victoria rangers tell us that there have 
been sightings of deer in Jumping Creek 
Reserve and the Herald Sun confirmed it 
in a recent report of a canoeist spotting 
two adult deer and a fawn walking 
across rapids from the reserve.

One of the PV rangers walked our 
Peninsula recently and reported that 
she saw evidence that may indicate the 
presence of deer at the end of Osborne 
Road. The species most likely to be in 
this area are sambar and fallow  
deer-Bambi look-alikes.

Please keep an eye open for any signs 
of deer and if you see one, or see signs 
which could indicate their presence, 
report to Parks Victoria rangers at Pound 
Bend, 9844 2659.

Deer are particularly secretive and also 
difficult to control in semi-urban areas 
such as Warrandyte. Signs to look for 
are: rubbing on the trunks of trees - 
deer need to rub their antlers; grazing 
of shrubs and trees to a height of 2 
metres; footprints - particularly in the 
silty areas near the river; small piles of 
scats - oblong and similar to chocolate 
bullets.A

Ruth Rankin

Our Next Planting
Saturday 24th August  
2pm-4pm 
Meet at the Nursery 
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In April 1993, Marg Burke and  
Marg Dimech, both residents of 
Osborne Road, met with officers 
from the Shire of Eltham and with 
Parks Vic rangers to inspect roadsides 
and the area of park at the rear of 
Osborne Road properties. Rare plants 
and infestations of weeds were 
identified.

Peg and Laurie Safstrom then conducted 
a guided walk through their property, 
(at that time 2 Osborne Rd), down to 
the Yarra River to show how much ivy 
they had removed from their place  
and from the State Park below.

These meetings marked the genesis 
of Osborne Landcare. At first it was a 
“Landcare Committee” consisting of the 
Dimech, Burke, Rudd, Rankin, Boyle, 
Qualtrough families.  Marg Dimech  
was elected interim President. 

By May 1993, the group had 
undertaken its first roadside planting 

What a great excuse for a party!  
It’s 20 years since the beginning of a neighbourhood force dedicated to caring for our 

landscape. Please keep Sunday October 27th free.  

Please come to the Peninsula party and celebrate with us.

in Osborne Road and produced the first 
newsletter. Two months later, a meeting 
between Marg Burke (already growing 
indigenous plants at her house),  
Mary Rudd (experimenting with saving 
rare orchids), and Marg Dimech  
formally planned the formation  
of a Landcare Group.

The first official meeting of Osborne 
Peninsula Landcare in August 1993 
was attended by Marianne Henderson 
from Shire, who discussed whether we 
should be a “Friends of” or a “Landcare” 
group. Thus was formed and named 
Nth Warrandyte Osborne Peninsula 
Landcare.

As well as onground works, 
communication, social interaction and 
education would be integral functions  
of the group and by November a  
“Meet your neighbour” lunch was 
followed by a tree planting.

Ruth Rankin

Twenty years later, we will 
celebrate our anniversary and 
reprise the idea of a “meet your 
neighbours” function on Sunday 
October 27th. Please come  
to the Peninsula party.

We have real cause for celebration and 
we’re planning a sumptuous lunch and 
we have some interesting activities 
planned.A

Just meeting for two hours on 
almost every Wednesday morning 
since our beginning ten years ago 
has made significant improvement 
in bringing back the bushland to its 
natural state for us all to enjoy.

Over the years many people have 
contributed to our success but we are 
low in numbers at the moment. If you 
have ever had a feeling you would like 
to be part of a cheerful, informative and 
friendly group now is the time to act.

 We would be delighted to see you 
from 9 till 11, we meet at the small 
carpark in Koornong Crescent and we 
finish our session with a cup of tea at 
the table with a stunning stretch of the 
river as our backdrop.

At the top of Osborne Road is our 
regularly updated noticeboard which 
will tell you our whereabouts.  
Ring Sam on 0402493658 for  
more about this great group. A           

Wombat Weeders! 
We are turning ten 
next month!

Your hard working committee hard at work planning activities and attending to the more mundane administration of 
operating an incorporated association.
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The community of chattering 
choughs

This is the first year, in the 10 we have 
lived here, we have been visited by 
a community of choughs. We have 
watched them feeding, playing and 
caring for each other. 

The white-winged chough is a large, 
almost completely black bird with a 
curved beak, red eyes and a large white 
wing patch, seen when the bird is in 
flight or when mating. It has a longer 
tail than a Crow or Raven and should 
not to be confused with a Currawong 
which has a yellow eye and is not 
nearly so innately comical. 

They are community birds, very sociable 
and almost always appear in groups 
of up to 10. They often share the 
rearing of the young birds who take 
longer to mature than most other birds. 
Choughs are found in open forests and 
woodlands, preferring wetter areas. 
They rake through grass and ground 
litter for insects and seed, and for mud 
for their nest building.

They stay in social flocks through 
breeding season. Normally, only one 
breeding pair will be active, the other 
birds are offspring from previous years. 
Young birds take four years to reach 
maturity. The young birds help with 
nest building, incubation and feeding of 
chicks. Their nest is a large bowl of mud, 
built on a horizontal branch within 15 
m of the ground. When the chicks first 
leave the nest, they are not able  
to fly, and are easy prey for feral  
cats and foxes. 

Birds in our winter Warrandyte gardens:   

Strolling beside our magnificent river

Those piles left behind appear  
to be getting bigger?

There are definitely more...

More than I have ever seen before!

You only have to take 10 paces,

And if you’re not very careful  
you’ll be in it, over your laces. 

The donor of course, we already know,

It’s the wombat wandering to  
and fro.

He’s a timid, furry creature, venturing mainly 
at night,

And waiting for the unsuspecting  
driver’s headlight,

When he thinks he can cross -  
and beat you too

He’ll be off to a spot there to  
leave his next poo! 

The Wombat Scat

Gail Watts

It is nice to think that by propagating 
indigenous species and planting by the 
river and in our gardens, our Landcare 
community is supporting this new 
community of choughs. 

The Amorous Wood Ducks

This is the time of year and high up 
on branches of dead trees with their 
hollows, Australian Wood Ducks are 
making their mating calls and dances. 

It has been such a privilege to follow 
the call of a female duck on a tree on 
our Hamilton Road roadside as she has 
shimmied and called to the local  
males. Up to five responded! 

As the tree overhangs the road 
somewhat, it is not the most ideally 
secluded place. But the Wood ducks’ 
nesting needs, natural hollows in dead 
stags is a reminder of why even dead 
trees are important habitat, and  
worthy of preservation. A  

Jill Jameson
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The Eastern Yellow Robin

Eopsaltria australis 

A rare visiting bird to our neighbourhood 
is the small, Eastern Yellow Robin that 
likes the conditions Osborne Peninsula 
offers; a combination of dense scrub, 
where it hides and forages on spiders, 
bugs, ants, wasps and grasshoppers, 
and open woodlands, where it breeds.

Protected under state legislation, the 
Eastern Yellow has several cousin 
species, including the Western Yellow 
and the Pale Yellow that differ in 
distribution and where the yellow 
feathers appear on their bodies. Our 
visitor has yellow underparts and 
female and male are similar except 
that the female tends to be marginally 
smaller. 

In a pretty nest woven of soft barks, 
grasses and spider webs that is 
secreted in the fork of a tree, the 
Eastern Yellow can lay up to three 
clutches of eggs in a breeding season. 
You are most likely to encounter this 
busy bird sitting sideways on a branch, 
waiting to pounce on any straying insect 
crossing the ground beneath. Otherwise 
you might spy it flitting in an out of your 
range of sight with cheeky confidence.

The Yellow robins also create one of the 
first bird calls of the dawn chorus which 
is why their Latin name translates as 

“dawn harper”. A

Christine Kearton

Shelagh Morton

More Peninsula Feathered Visitors   

Foul smelling yet still sacred

The Ibis 

Have you noticed the flock of White Ibis 
around the peninsula? They are often 
grazing on the paddock below  
the McKellars.

The Wombat Weeders recently 
witnessed a standoff between them 
and a noisy flock of white cockatoos. 
The ibis were quietly and elegantly 
feeding when the cockies decided it 
was their territory. After a lot of noise 
the flocks eventually settled together.

Ibis (Threskiornismolucca) is white with 
a black naked head and neck, and with 
black plumes and feathers near the tail. 
It is a stork-like bird with a long curved 
bill, ideal for probing into the ground or 
under cowpats in search of insects. 

The bird gives off a foul stench and 
its call is a long croak. The breeding 
season in the south of the country is 
from August to November, so keep your 
eyes peeled for a shallow, dish-shaped 
platform of sticks and reeds located in a 
tree near a body of water. You may be 
lucky!   

The species name, molucca suggests 
it comes from the Molucca islands in 
Indonesia. But it is an association with 
ancient Egypt that intrigues me. The 
ibis was worshipped by the Egyptians 
as it always appeared at the rise of the 
Nile, and was supposed to preserve the 
country from plagues and serpents. It 
was zealously preserved in temples and 
numerous mummified remains have 
been found, wrapped in linen. A         
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Not a lot that is good can be said 
of Oxalis, a sorrel plant with 900 
different species and an equal 
number of derogatory names such 
as “false shamrocks, soursob, damn 
nuisance, a persistent mongrel 
invader, and #!*&!!#!!!” because it 
is so damn hard to control, and is 
reputedly one of the most difficult 
weeds to eradicate from even the 
most diligently tended garden.

Growing from tiny, orange, bullet-
shaped bulbs, except during the driest, 
hottest months of summer and in the 
polar regions, it can thrive so easily in 
all other conditions that it can swamp 
and smother soil surfaces and other 
plants. Radio gardening shows and 
on-line forums devote much time 
and space to the final solution to this 
rampaging horticultural enemy. Jenny Brown

OXALIS. Don’t get me started...   
Not a lot that is good can be said of Oxalis, a sorrel plant with 900 different species 

and an equal number of derogatory names such as “false shamrocks, soursob, damn 

nuisance, a persistent mongrel invader, and #!*&!!#!!!” 

The suggested strategies include 
spraying or painting it with a broad-
leafed weed killer. But seriously, is life 
long enough to hand paint the most 
populous plant pest in your garden? 
Pouring boiling water over it being 
careful to avoid the roots of the plants 
you wish to keep is another suggestion. 

Seriously? Covering patches in 
newspaper and mulching thickly. Oh 
sure. I’ve seen pale stalks centimetres 
long probing and popping out from 
beneath the thickest covering layers.

I’ve read of one hopeful who scraped 
the soil from his veggie bed and sifted 
it for the titchy bulbs, and another 
expert suggesting that droplets of 
engine oil spotted onto the leaves will 
kill it off. Double ditto the query, is life 
long enough?

The summary advice seems to be just 
keep weeding, taking out as much of 
the root and bulb material as possible, 

A Soursob Story

But wait, there is a 
good Oxalis
There are two species of native oxalis 
in our area. They are much smaller 
than the weed oxalis and are creeping 
plants. The flowers are much smaller 
and are a paler yellow, flowering 
between May and December

The stout tap root is edible, but you 
would need a large number to have  
a good feed. A

because it is sheer persistence that will 
win the battle...one day. Otherwise, you 
could move to Antarctica or, as Trixie 
Clarke suggests - half seriously,  

“learn to love it”.

Whatever way you tackle the problem, 
it’s going to be a long, hard campaign 
and the 1939 British war office advice 
holds true: “Keep cursing and carry on”. 

         

Look who hopped  
in for a visit!

These three kangaroos have taken up residence at 
No. 12 Osborne Road.

They are around quite close to the house every 
morning and afternoon and sometimes find at spot 
in the sun at lunchtime to sunbake. The Dimechs 
are having to slow down in the driveway as they 
bound across in front of their cars.
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Recent Plantings on the Peninsula   

1: Our happy planters were participating in an activity near Windmill bridge on Sunday 23rd 
June. This planting was funded by Melbourne Water and we managed to plant 0ver 400 plants. 

2: A small group of volunteers planted in Windmill gully at the rear of the Staughton property- 
No. 15-17 Osborne. Many of the species which we planted late in October 2012 did not survive 
the dry summer conditions.  This planting was held on Sunday  7th July.

3: National Tree Day- Sunday 28th July- We were joined by Ringwood Field Naturalists and this 
swelled our numbers to 22 participants. We managed to plant 975 trees, shrubs and grasses. 
This activity was funded by a Melbourne Water grant.

Special thanks to Anita and Jamie McKellar for assisting us with the transportation of all the tools 
and plants to the site. And special thanks to all the planters!!
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Membership Details for Nth Warrandyte, Osborne Peninsula, Landcare Incorporated.             

Names: (All household members)

Email:

We wish to join this organisation and agree to pay $15.00  annual membership fee (includes GST) to cover the persons named above and abide by the rules and constitution of the  
Nth Warrandyte, Osborne Peninsula, Landcare Inc.   

Address:

Telephone No:

Signed:

North Warrandyte Osborne Peninsula Landcare
Committee  
Ann Penrose: 9844 0934 President  
Ruth Rankin: 9844 1959 Secretary 
Christine Kearton: 9844 3737 Treasurer 
Jenny Brown: 9844 2255 

Join Now and help protect your environment.  Membership fees of $15 are due and 
payable on 1st July each year, or when joining. Fees accompanied by the form below can 
be left in Treasurer Christine’s letterbox, 36 Osborne Road.   Many thanks.

Nursery Note

E D I T O R  :  J E N N Y  B R O W N    D E S I G N  :  W A Y N E  R A N K I N 

Sam Eadie: 9712 0785 Nursery 
Shelagh Morton: 9844 3610 Nursery 
Gail Watts: 9844 2909 
Jill Jameson: 9844 2289
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We are waiting for some sun to test our new solar 
pump which is connected to our recently filled 
tank. This pump is stronger with better pressure to 
deliver a faster supply of water and should make 
the waterers task easier. Many thanks to Ann,  
Ian and Ruth for getting it all together.

The nursery is emptying fast as many boxes of 
plants have been purchased for local gardens. 
However, there are still a variety of plants 
available.  Now is a good time to replace plants 
lost last summer so let us have your order.

Shelagh: 9844 3610   
  
Ruth: 9844 1959 

There is always plenty 
to do on a Sunday 
afternoon so please 
come down to the 
nursery and join us.


